In this paper we discuss a variation of the classical Hu man coding problem: nding optimal pre x-free codes for unequal letter costs. Our problem consists of nding a minimal cost pre x-free code in which the encoding alphabet consists of unequal cost (length) letters, with lengths and . The most e cient algorithm known previously required O(n 2+max( ; ) ) time to construct such a minimal-cost set of n codewords. In this paper we provide an O(n max( ; ) ) time algorithm. Our improvement comes from the use of a more sophisticated modeling of the problem combined with the observation that the problem possesses a \Monge property" and that the SMAWK algorithm on monotone matrices can therefore be applied.
Introduction
The problem of nding optimal pre x-free codes for unequal letter costs (and the associated problem of constructing optimal lopsided trees) is an old and hard classical one. The problem consists of nding a minimal cost pre x-free code in which the encoding alphabet consists of unequal cost (length) letters, of lengths and , : The code is represented by a lopsided tree, in the same way as a Hu man tree represents the solution of the Hu man coding problem. Despite the similarity, the case of unequal letter costs is much harder then the classical Hu man problem; no polynomial time algorithm is known for general letter costs, despite a rich literature on the problem, e.g., 1, 7] . However there are known polynomial time algorithms when and are integer constants 7] .
The problem of nding the minimum cost tree in this case was rst studied by Karp 9] in 1961 who solved the problem by reduction to integer linear programming, yielding an algorithm exponential in both n and : Since that time there has been much work on various aspects of the problem such as; bounding the cost of the optimal tree, Altenkamp and Mehlhorn 2], Kapoor and Reingold 8] and Savari 15] ; the restriction to the special case when all of the weights are equal, Cot 5 ], Perl Gary and Even 14] , and Choi and Golin 4] ; and approximating the optimal solution, Gilbert 6] . Despite all of these e orts it is still, surprisingly, not even known whether the basic problem is polynomial-time solvable or in NP-complete.
The only technique other than Karp's for solving the problem is due to Golin and Rote 7] who describe an O(n +2 )-time dynamic programming algorithm that constructs the tree in a top-down fashion. This is the the most e cient known algorithm for the case of small ; in this paper we apply a di erent approach by constructing the tree in a bottom-up way and describing more sophisticated attacks on the problem. The rst attack permits reducing the search space in which optimal trees are searched for. The second shows how, surprisingly, monotonematrix concepts, e.g., the Monge property 13] and the SMAWK algorithm 3] can be utilized.
Combining these two attacks improves the running time of of 7] by a factor of O(n 2 ) down to O(n ):
Our approach requires a better understanding of the combinatorics of lopsided trees; to achieve this we also introduce the new crucial concept of characteristic sequences.
Let 0 : A tree T is a binary lopsided ; tree (or just a lopsided tree) if every non-leaf node u of the tree has two sons, the length of the edge connecting u to its left son is , and the length of the edge connecting u to its right son is : Figure 1 shows a 2-5 lopsided tree. Let T be a lopsided tree and v 2 T some node. Then depth(T; v) = sum of the lengths of the edges connecting root(T ) to v depth(T ) = maxfdepth(T; v) : v 2 Tg For example, the tree in Figure 1 has depth 20. Now suppose we are given a sequence of nonnegative weights P = fp 1 ; p 2 ; : : : ; p n g. Let T be a lopsided tree with n leaves labeled v 1 ; v 2 ; : : : ; v n : The weighted external path length of the tree is cost(T; P) = P i p i depth(T; v i ):
Given P; the problem that we wish to solve is to construct a labeled tree T that minimizes cost(T; P): As was pointed out quite early 9] this problem is equivalent to nding a minimal cost pre x-free code in which the encoding alphabet consists of two (or generally, more) unequal cost (length) letters, of lengths and . Also note that if = = 1 then the problem reduces directly to the standard Hu man-encoding problem.
Notice that, given any particular tree T, the cost actually depends upon the labeling of the leaves of T; the cost being minimized when p 1 p 2 p n and depth(T; v 1 ) depth(T; v 2 ) depth(T; v n ): We therefore will always assume that the leaves of T are labeled in nonincreasing order of their depth. We will also assume that p 1 p 2 p n .
Note: In this extended abstract we omit many technical proofs. Proof.
We omit the proof of (P1) which is straightforward but tedious. To prove (P2), note that F i is a forest, hence
= Number of internal nodes in F i + Number of trees in F i (3) The rst summand in the last line is easily calculated. A node at height k is 
Combining (4) and (5) completes the proof of (P2). (P3) follows from (P1) and (P2).
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Now de ne a sequence B to be legal if B is monotonic and B = sequence(T ) for some lopsided tree T: The lemma implies that minimizing cost over all legal sequences is exactly the same as minimizing cost over all lopsided trees.
However, not all sequences are legal so this knowledge does not at rst seem to help us. In the next section we sketch a proof of the following fact. Given any minimum-cost monotonic sequence that terminates in the -tuple (n?1; n? 1; : : : ; n ? 1) it is possible to build a legal sequence with the same cost. Since all legal sequences are monotonic this legal sequence must be a minimal-cost legal sequence and thus correspond to a minimum-cost tree. In other words, to nd a minimal-cost tree it will su ce to nd a minimum-cost monotonic sequence terminating in (n ? 1; n ? 1; : : : ; n ? 1):
3 Relation between minimum sequences and optimal trees
We start by assuming that B = sequence(T ) for some T: In T the weight p 1 is associated with some lowest leaf at level 0. The left sibling of this leaf is associated with some other weight p k : How can such a k be identi ed? Observe that this sibling can be the lowest leaf in the tree which is a left-son,
i.e., the lowest left node in T: Such a node appears on level ? (see the left tree in Figure 3 ). The number of leaves below this level is b ? ?1 , so assuming that we list items consecutively with respect to increasing levels, the lowest left-son leaf has index k = FirstLeft(B), where
We state without proof the intuitive fact that if T is an optimal tree in which p 1 ; p k label sibling leaves, then the tree T 0 that results by (i) removing those leaves and (ii) labeling their parent (now a leaf) with p 1 + p k will also be an optimal tree for the leaf set P 0 = P fp 1 + p k g ? fp 1 ; p k g (see the right tree in Figure 3 ), Also, calculation shows that cost(T; P) = cost(T 0 ; P 0 ) + p 1 + p k : (6) The rest of this section will be devoted to translating this intuition into facts about trees and sequences.
If p 1 ; p k are siblings in a tree T then denote by T 0 = merge(T; 1; k) the tree in which leaves p 1 ; p k are removed and their parent is replaced by a leaf with weight p 1 + p k (see Figure 3) . We also write unmerge(T 0 ; 1; k) = T. Thus cost(unmerge(T 0 ; 1; k); P) = cost(T 0 ; P 0 ) + p 1 + p k : (7) For Note that (after any leading zeros are deleted) this sequence is the characteristic sequence of T 0 = merge(T; 1; k): Assume ? is a sorted sequence of positive integers, x is a positive integer, and insert(?; x) is the sequence ? with x inserted and sorted (as in insertion sort). Now denote by delete(P; p 1 ; p k ) the sequence P with elements p 1 and p k deleted, and de ne P 0 = package merge(P; 1; k) = insert(delete(P; p 1 ; p k ); p 1 + p k ):
For example if P = f2; 3; 4; 5; 10g then P 0 = delete(P; 2; 4) = f3; 5; 10g insert(P 0 ; 6) = f3; 5; 6; 10g package merge(P; 1; 3) = f3; 5; 6; 10g 
Combining (9), (10) and (11) This lemma permits us to prove that minimum-cost monotonic sequences have the same cost as minimum cost trees and permit the construction of such trees: Theorem 3.4 ((correctness)) Assume B is a minimum cost monotonic sequence terminating in (n ? 1; n ? 1; : : : ; n ? 1) for the sequence P: Then there is a tree T such that: (1) cost(T; P) = cost(B; P). So now suppose that n > 2: Let B 0 = dec(B) and T 0 be a minimum cost tree for P 0 . P 0 has n ? 1 items, so by the induction hypothesis cost(T 0 ; P 0 ) equals the minimum cost of a monotonic sequence for P 0 . In particular, by Lemma 3.3, we have cost(T 0 ; P 0 ) cost(B 0 ; P 0 ) cost(B; P) ? p k ? p 1 : (12) Take T = unmerge(T 0 ; 1; k). Then by Equality (6) and Inequality (12) we have: cost(sequence(T); P) = cost(T; P) = cost(T 0 ; P 0 ) + p k + p 1 cost(B; P): B was chosen to be a minimal cost sequence so all of the inequalities must be equalities and, in particular, we nd that cost(T; P) = cost(B; P). Hence T is the required tree, and this completes the proof of (1).
We also nd that cost(T 0 ; P 0 ) + p k + p 1 = cost(B; P) so plugging back into (12) we nd that cost(T 0 ; P 0 ) = cost(B 0 ; P 0 ): Since T 0 is a minimal cost tree for P 0 the induction hypothesis implies B 0 is a minimum cost sequence for P 0 proving (3). The proof of (2) follows from the details of the construction. 2
Note that this theorem immediately implies that, given a minimum-cost sequence B for P; we can construct a minimum-cost tree for P: If n = 2 the tree is simply one root with two children. If n > 2 calculate B 0 = dec(B) and P 0 = package merge(P; 1; k) in O(n) time. Recursively build the optimal tree T 0 for P 0 and then replace its leaf labelled by p 1 + p k by an internal node whose left child is labelled by p k and whose right child is labelled by p 1 : This will be the optimal tree. Unwinding the recursion we nd that the algorithm uses O(n 2 ) time (but this can easily be improved down to O(n log n) with a careful use of data structures). Observe that if (u; v) is an edge in G then the monotonicity of (i 0 ; i 1 ; i 2 ; : : : ; i ?1 ; i ) guarantees that u is lexicographically smaller as a tuple than v: In other words the lexicographic ordering on the nodes is a topological ordering of the nodes of G; the existence of such a topological ordering implies that G is acyclic. Note that the -tuple of zeros, (0; : : : 0), is a source. We refer to this node as the initial node of the graph. Note also that the -tuple (n ? 1; : : : ; n ? 1) is a sink; we refer to it as the nal node of the graph.
For any vertex u in the graph, de ne cost(u) to be the weight of a shortest (that is, least weight) path from the initial node to u.
Suppose we follow a path from the source to the sink and, after traversing an edge (u; v), output i , the nal element of v: The sequence thus outputted is obviously a monotonic sequence terminating in the -tuple (n?1; n?1; : : : ; n?1) and from the de nition of Weight(u; v) the cost of the path is exactly the cost of the sequence. Similarly any monotonic sequence terminating in the -tuple (n ? 1; n ? 1; : : : ; n ? 1) corresponds to a unique path from source to sink in G:
In particular, given a tree T and B = sequence(T ) Lemma 1 implies that the cost of the path corresponding to B is exactly the same as cost(T ):
Example.
The tree T from Figure 3 has B = sequence(T ) = (1; 2; 2; 3; 3; 4; 4; 44) and its corresponding path in the graph G (0; 0; 0; 0; 0) The cost of this path and also of the tree T is S 1 + 2 S 2 + S 4 + 6 S 5
The above observations can be restated as Observation 2 Assume T is a tree and B = sequence(T ). Then cost(T ) = cost(B) equals the cost of the path in G corresponding to B.
The correctness theorem and the algorithm following it can can now be reformulated as follows: Theorem 4.1 The cost of a shortest path from the initial node to the nal node is the same as the cost of a minimum cost tree. Furthermore given a minimum cost path a minimum-cost tree can be reconstructed from it in O(n 2 ) time.
Observe that G is acyclic and has O(n +1 ) edges. The standard dynamicprogramming shortest path algorithm would therefore nd a shortest path from the source to the sink, and hence a min-cost tree, in O(n +1 ) time. We now discuss how to nd such a path in O(n ) time. Our algorithm obviously cannot construct the entire graph since it is too large. Instead we use the fact that, looked at in the right way, our problem possesses a Monge property. . We prove Equation (13) , where A = A . If the right hand side of Equation (13) tree reconstruction phase:
construct optimal tree T from B using recursive algorithm described following the Correctness Theorem end of algorithm.
Theorem 4.4 ((main result))
We can construct a minimum cost lopsided tree in O(n ) time.
Proof: If = 1 use the basic Hu man encoding algorithm which runs in O(n) time. Otherwise apply the algorithm Optimal Tree Construction. Theorem 4.3 tells us that B can be computed in O(n ) time. The algorithm described following the Correctness Theorem for constructing an optimal tree from B runs in O(n 2 ) = O(n ) time completing the proof of the theorem.
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We conclude by pointing out, without proof, that the algorithm Optimal Tree Construction can be straightforwardly extended in two di erent directions: Theorem 4.5
We can construct a minimum cost lopsided tree in O(n log 2 n) time with O(n ?1 ) processors of a PRAM.
Theorem 4.6 ((height limited trees))
We can construct a minimum cost lopsided tree with height limited by L in O(n L) time.
(A tree with height limited by L is one in which no node has depth greater than L.)
